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The distribution of quantum entanglement between remote clients offers opportunities for secure
communication, distributed quantum computation, and quantum-enhanced sensing. A key technol-
ogy for allowing such a quantum network to extend over large distances is the quantum repeater,
which typically employs a long-lived quantum memory with an optical interface. The past decade
has seen tremendous progress in experimentally realizing the fundamental building blocks of these
repeaters, but open questions remain on what architectures achieve optimal entanglement flows in
multi-user quantum networks. Here, we propose a quantum router architecture comprising many
quantum repeater nodes in a flexible photonic switchboard architecture to broker entanglement
flows across such networks. We compute the rate and fidelity of entanglement distribution using
this architecture using an event-based simulation platform. We find that the router’s photonic
switchboard improves the entanglement fidelity with the number of qubits per node, without a
significant drop in the entanglement distribution rate. The proposed quantum router architecture
uses present-day photonic switch technology such as photonic integrated circuits, opening a path to
near-term deployable multi-user quantum networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum networks distribute quantum information
to enable the realization of tasks that are intractable
for their classical counterparts. Key to these appli-
cations is the sharing of entanglement between many
users over large distances, allowing quantum key distri-
bution, distributed quantum computing, and quantum-
enhanced sensing. While entanglement distribution has
been demonstrated over short distances [1], long-distance
quantum networking is hampered by the exponential loss
of photons in optical fibers [2]. Quantum repeaters [3]
can overcome this problem by forming chains of entan-
gled nodes.
Figure 1a shows a link layer schematic of such a
repeater-connected quantum network. A graph of quan-
tum repeaters connected by “quantum links” forms the
backbone of the network. “Client” nodes connect to the
network through their nearest “repeater” node, facilitat-
ing the sharing of entanglement between clients. Hidden
under the link layer abstraction lies a physical layer of
repeater devices and lossy “quantum channels”, as de-
picted in Fig. 1b. A typical repeater device consists of a
memory capable of generating and storing entanglement
with a photonic mode. The entanglement scheme used in
a link between two repeater nodes determines the devices
and channels used in the physical layer. Nitrogen vacancy
(NV) centers in diamond have been entangled at a dis-
tance of 1.3 km [1] using the scheme proposed by Barrett
and Kok [4], which uses a 50:50 beamsplitter to erase
which-path information and detectors to herald entan-
glement. A related scheme proposed by Cabrillo [5] was
used to provide on-demand entanglement between NV
centers using a phase-stabilized fiber link [6]. Recently,
the direct-transmission bound for quantum communica-
tion was broken [7] using a scheme proposed by Duan
and Kimble [8], which relies on scattering photons from
spins in high-cooperativity cavities. These protocols are
all inherently probabilistic, such that a single attempt
at distributing entanglement succeeds with probability
pdistant.
While the finite bandwidth of these memories can
limit entanglement generation rates, multiplexed archi-
tectures [9, 10] have been proposed to increase these
rates. Here, we introduce a quantum router architec-
ture that uses multiplexing and high local connectivity
(a “photonic switchboard”) to improve the rate and the
fidelity of entanglement distribution. The router uses
local, low-loss connections to link Alice’s and Bob’s en-
tangled qubits, thereby establishing entanglement across
the channel. This quantum router architecture is mo-
tivated by recent advances in integrated photonics, with
demonstrations of fast and low-loss on-chip switching [11]
of many photonic modes and the integration of quantum
emitters with integrated circuits [12].
II. RESULTS
A. Router Architecture
We analyze the performance of our quantum router
proposal for the NV center in diamond as the qubit plat-
form and the Barrett-Kok [4] scheme as the entanglement
protocol. However, our architecture is agnostic to the
specific memory and entanglement-generation protocol.
In Fig. 2, we show the connectivity between photonic
and stationary qubits in a standard multiplexed repeater
considered for diamond color centers [14] (a) and a mul-
tiplexed repeater with a router (b). In this representa-
tion, each qubit register within the router is linked by
a distinct mode to a corresponding register at an adja-
cent neighboring node, here labelled left and right for
generality. Different modes are shown separately, though
they may be transmitted through the same physical chan-
nel. Each qubit register comprises a single NV center
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FIG. 1. Components of a quantum repeater network. (a) The link layer [13] enumerates connections enabling entanglement
between nodes in the network. The quantum network comprises client nodes, which end users directly access, and repeater
nodes, which connect clients by propagating entanglement through the network. We classify repeater nodes based on the
number of other nodes they connect to: a 4-port and a 3-port repeater are labeled. (b) In the physical layer, repeater nodes
may be connected by a variety of entanglement protocols. While all protocols require transmission of an entangled photon
though a photonic channel, the specific protocol used in each link determines the physical configuration of these channels
(e.g. optical fibers) and measurement devices associated with that link. Possible protocols include the cavity-mediated Duan-
Kimble protocol [8] and the photon emission-based Barrett-Kok [4] and Cabrillo [5] protocols. These latter protocols employ
an intermediate detector station between nodes to herald successful entanglement, shown in (c). All adjacent stations are also
connected by classical links (not shown).
with two physical qubits: one electron spin (dark pur-
ple), which can be used for optically-mediated entangle-
ment, and one nuclear spin (light purple), which has no
optical transition but which can use spin-spin interac-
tions to couple to and store quantum information from
its local electron spin. This enables the use of “brokered
entanglement” [15], where the electron spin serves as a
short-term “broker” of entanglement to the longer-term
“storage” qubit of the nuclear spin.
In the routerless architecture (Fig. 2a), each of the
m qubit registers first establishes entanglement with the
left neighboring node via its electron spin and the cor-
responding optical mode. This process takes an average
number of attempts 1/pdistant. Once successful, this en-
tanglement is swapped to the nuclear spin for storage, at
which point the electron spin attempts to establish en-
tanglement with the right neighbor, again requiring an
average of 1/pdistant attempts. Thus, the nuclear spin
must idle while storing entanglement for an average time
tidle ∼ tdistant/pdistant, where tdistant is the time needed
per attempt of the entanglement protocol, typically lim-
ited by the round-trip communication time between the
repeater and a detector station. Once this succeeds, a
Bell state measurement (BSM) on the joint electron-
nuclear spin state teleports entanglement to be shared
across the full link from left to right. This protocol is per-
formed simultaneously and independently on each qubit
register.
In contrast, our router architecture (Fig. 2b) defines
two “banks” of registers, one with m2 registers with pho-
tonic links to the left, the other with m2 registers with
photonic links to the right. The router connects these
two banks using a low-loss m2 × m2 switchboard, over
which entanglement protocols succeed with probability
plocal  pdistant. In this architecture, each qubit register
first establishes entanglement with either the left or the
right, as determined by their optical connectivity. As in
the routerless case, these “successful” registers will then
swap entanglement to their nuclear spin. At this point,
any successful registers enter a “pairing” stage where reg-
isters in opposite banks are paired up and subsequent
clock cycles attempt entanglement between electron spins
in these pairs. This requires an average number of at-
tempts 1/plocal, taking a time tidle ∼ tlocal/plocal; here,
tlocal is likely dominated by any state initialization re-
quired by the entanglement protocol. Any successful but
unpaired registers idle, waiting for a successful partner
on the opposite side to become available. Once entangle-
ment is formed within a pair, two electron-nuclear spin
BSM’s — one at each register — teleport entanglement
3to be shared across the full left-right link.
This router architecture has two primary advantages.
First, the idling time tidle that a storage qubit must hold
entanglement can be greatly reduced, decreasing errors
due to decoherence. Second, the number of entanglement
attempts a register must make while its storage qubit
holds entanglement is reduced by a factor plocal/pdistant,
thus sharply reducing the data-qubit decoherence due to
broker-qubit entanglement attempts. In the remainder
of this article, we quantitatively examine the impact the
router has on the performance of a quantum network.
B. Simulations
We use the NetSquid discrete event simulator [16] to
compare the performance of repeaters with and without
a router, computing the average rate and fidelity of en-
tanglement distribution for a one-repeater network. In
this network, a single repeater station connects Alice and
Bob, as shown in Fig. 2 where Alice is the “left node” and
Bob is the “right node”. We compare each architecture
using the same number of total NV qubit registers m at
the repeater, under the assumption that qubit registers
will be a scarce resource in near-term quantum networks.
We choose the emission-based Barrett-Kok protocol [4]
for our entanglement protocol. The physical parameters
of our repeater memories correspond to a realization us-
ing photonic integrated circuits discussed below, using
experimentally-realized values reported in literature (dis-
cussed in Appendix A).
Figure 3a plots the entanglement distribution rates for
both repeater architectures for various link distances as
a function of the number of qubit registers m at the re-
peater node. For the routerless case, as expected since
the qubit registers operate independently, the rate scales
linearly with m. For low m, the router exhibits compara-
tively lower rates; however, as m increases, the difference
between the two protocols decreases, such that in the
limit of large m the two architectures perform compa-
rably. This difference can be attributed to mismatches
in the number of successful entanglements in Alices and
Bobs banks after a given clock cycle. The delay in resolv-
ing these mismatches, the number of which scales with√
m, lowers the rate of the router below the linear scal-
ing of the routerless architecture. However, the fractional
impact of this effect on the rate is reduced for large m,
and the rate of the router approaches the routerless rate.
Figure 3b plots the infidelity of the distributed entan-
glement for repeaters with and without a router. We
consider three sources of infidelities in the distributed
entanglement. The first source of infidelity is the typical
depolarizing and dephasing noise experienced indepen-
dently by the electron and nuclear spins, as characterized
by their T1 and T2 coherence times. We model this noise
left node right node
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FIG. 2. Abstract representation of a 2-port standard repeater
and a 2-port router in a quantum network. Each repeater
node hosts m qubit registers, each of which here is formed
by an NV center in diamond comprising a optically active
electron spin (dark purple) coupled to a long-coherence nu-
clear spin (light purple), where the former serves as a broker
to store entanglement in the latter. Multiple optical modes
can be transmitted through the same physical link, e.g. via
temporal or spectral multiplexing. (a) In a standard router-
less repeater, each qubit register has lossy photonic links to
registers at adjacent network nodes on both the left and the
right.(b) In our router architecture, each qubit register has
lossy links to only one of the left or right neighbors; however,
the repeater node contains local, low-loss quantum channels
that enable entanglement generation between all registers in
the left bank and all registers in the right bank. As a result,
the mean time a storage qubit must idle tidle while holding
entanglement is shorter with a router.
on a qubit after time t as:
ρ =
(
1− ρ11 ρ01
ρ∗01 ρ11
)
7→
(
1− ρ11e−t/T1 ρ01e−t/T2
ρ∗10e
−t/T2 ρ11e−t/T1
)
.
(1)
For a repeater with no router, adding additional reg-
isters does not affect the amount of time an individual
register must store entanglement; thus, increased multi-
plexing does not reduce this decoherence channel. How-
ever, for a repeater with a router, the number of registers
4FIG. 3. Simulation results for different repeater node config-
urations. Each data point is the result of 5 independent sim-
ulations. The average rates and infidelities are plotted, with
the standard error of the mean shown as the error bars. The
lengths (1km, 10km, 15km, 20km, 25km) refer to the distance
L between the repeater node and the detector station. (a) As
expected, the rate of entanglement generation increases with
the number of repeater qubit registers (m), as expected. The
entanglement rate of the router architecture is slightly lower
than the entanglement rate of the standard repeater, and the
difference decreases as the size of the repeater increases. (b)
The fidelity of entanglement generated by the router is higher
than that of the standard repeater when the distance L is suf-
ficiently large. The fidelity of entanglement generated by the
router improves as m increases, whereas that of the standard
repeater does not. This causes the infidelity ratio to decrease
as m increases. The infidelity ratio can be arbitrarily small
for sufficiently large L and m.
has a dramatic effect on the fidelity. This observation
can be understood by considering the mean idling time
for a memory in this scheme, which is determined by
the number of clock cycles a given register in the Alice
(Bob) bank must idle after establishing entanglement on
its respective side of the link before a register in the Bob
(Alice) bank also succeeds and is available for the pairing
stage of the protocol. This maps to the success mismatch
problem discussed earlier; as such, in the limit of large
m, most successful registers will be paired with a regis-
ter in the opposite bank with every clock cycle, such that
the idling time approaches the duration of a single such
cycle. In contrast, with no router, a register must idle
for on average 1/pdistant  1 cycles. Thus, the addition
of a router reduces the infidelity from this channel by a
factor that approaches pdistant.
The second source of error stems from coupling be-
tween the nitrogen nuclear spin and the NV electron spin.
In particular, each excitation of the electron spin used
to generate spin-photon entanglement in the Barrett-
Kok protocol generates noise that decoheres the qubit
stored in the nuclear spin. We can model this interaction-
induced noise on the nuclear spin as [14]:
ρ 7→ (1− a− b)ρ+ aZρZ + b I
2
, (2)
where the dephasing a ≈ 1/4000 and the depolarization
b ≈ 1/5000 for NV centers. Note that for other systems
with stronger electron-nuclear spin coupling such as sil-
icon vacancy centers in diamond [17], this effect may be
stronger. For both architectures, after a register has gen-
erated one entanglement link, it stores that entanglement
in the nuclear spin while its electron spin attempts to gen-
erate entanglement on the other side — either directly to
Bob in the case with no router, or to the opposite bank
when using a router. In either case, each failed attempt
decreases the fidelity of the final Alice-Bob EPR pair.
Without a router, the mean number of failed attempts
is equal to 1/pdistant; with a router, this number is in-
stead 1/plocal, dramatically reducing the infidelity from
this effect.
The third source of infidelity comes from imperfect
two-qubit gates and electron spin readout. The proposed
router needs to perform twice as many two-qubit gates
and readouts for each distributed EPR pair as a standard
repeater. The cumulative infidelity of these operations is
independent of m, pdistant, and plocal. When the link be-
tween adjacent nodes is short, these operations dominate
the infidelity of the Alice-Bob EPR pair, disadvantaging
the router. However, when the link becomes lossier, the
previous two sources of infidelity dominate, causing the
router to outperform the standard repeater in entangle-
ment fidelity.
III. DISCUSSION
Though the complete bipartite connectivity of hybrid
repeaters may appear challenging to implement, a router
can be added to a standard multiplexed repeater with
relatively little physical resource overhead. Figure 4 il-
lustrates one such realization using photonic integrated
circuits (PICs). Quantum registers are integrated onto
PICs that contain an array of Mach-Zehnder interferome-
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FIG. 4. Potential physical realization of k-port repeater nodes with m repeater qubit registers. The main component of our
proposed router architecture is a photonic switch that provides all-to-all connectivity from ports on one side of the switch to
ports on the other side. Photonic switches can take the form of a tree of Mach-Zehnder interferometers (MZIs) when the modes
(Fig. 2) are temporally multiplexed, or a wavelength-division multiplexer when the modes are spectrally multiplexed. (a) A
standard (routerless) repeater can be constructed using an m× k switch that connects all m repeater registers with the k links
that go to other nodes in the network. (b) A router can be constructed using an m× (k + 2) switch. Photons emitted by the
m repeater registers can travel to the k links that go to other nodes in the network, or they can be sent to a local detector
station for local entanglement generation. (c) A k = 4-port, m = 8-register router can be implemented using an MZI array
of depth log2(m
2k/2), comprising a register routing layer (depth 2 log2(m/2)), an interposer for routing from local to distant
connections (depth 1), a network routing layer (depth log2(k)), and a local BSM layer (depth 1). The ends of the MZI array
are coupled either directly to detectors for the local BSMs or a frequency conversion stage followed by fiber links to distant
detector stations for networking. All losses considered in our simulations are shown here.
ters (MZIs) [18], forming a fast switching network to con-
nect any register to any output channel. For a standard
multiplexed k-port repeater with no local connectivity,
this requires an m× k switch to connect m repeaters to
any of the possible k neighbors in the network, as shown
in Fig. 4a. However, a router can be embedded in this
architecture by extending this to an m× (k + 2) switch.
The additional two ports lead to a detector station as
shown in Fig. 4b, thus enabling photon-mediated entan-
glement between any two registers in the repeater. Since
typical single photon detectors have dead times of a few
tens of nanoseconds, a single pair of detectors could fa-
cilitate many attempts at local entanglement in a single
repeater clock cycle, which may be hundreds of microsec-
onds long depending on the length of the link being con-
nected. The additional complexity involved in adding
these two additional channels is small, making this ap-
proach an attractive option for implementing high local
connectivity.
On a PIC, the m × k switch required for the router-
less repeater can be realized on an MZI array of depth
log2(m) + log2(k) [19]. However, this architecture does
not permit simultaneous routing from multiple memo-
ries, which is desired for the local entanglement opera-
tions used in the quantum router. In Fig. 4c we present
an architecture that permits arbitrary m× k routing for
connecting registers to the network, allows simultaneous
routing from two memories to perform Bell state mea-
surements for local entanglement generation, and main-
tains O(logm) scaling of the array depth. The addition
of a 1-layer interposer permits routing between the net-
work and a Bell state measurement setup for local entan-
glement generation. The simulations presented in Fig. 3
utilize this architecture assuming an aluminum nitride
6(AlN) based photonic chip; alternative implementations
include using silicon nitride (SiN) [20] or lithium niobate
(LN) [11]. Additional improvements include integrating
detectors on-chip [21] to eliminate the off-chip coupling
inefficiency for local measurements and integrating the
frequency conversion stage on-chip, which is feasible in
highly nonlinear materials such as LN [22].
This platform is an attractive path for realizing recent
proposals for on-chip polarization-to-spin based network-
ing [23]. The PIC implementation presents an additional
benefit if the links to Alice and Bob have different trans-
missivities. Since both the rate and fidelity of entan-
glement distribution are limited by the difference in the
time needed to establish entanglement with both Alice
and Bob, the repeater in Fig. 2b (with equal numbers of
registers in the Alice and Bob banks) will be limited by
the lossier side. In contrast, the PIC implementation al-
lows dynamic allocation of registers to Alice and Bob to
balance the rates of entanglement generation. This opti-
mizes the entanglement rate by effectively increasing the
multiplexing on lossier ports, and optimizes the entangle-
ment fidelity by preventing a build-up of idling registers
on a lower-loss port. Finally, dynamic memory allocation
is also of great importance for managing entanglement
flow in general 2D quantum network geometries [24].
In conclusion, the inclusion of a ”photonic switch-
board” enables a routered repeater to provide higher-
fidelity entanglement distribution compared to routerless
repeater architectures, without significant loss to the en-
tanglement distribution rate. An important next step
will be to exploit the local connectivity for entanglement
distillation [25] and local error correction [26] to further
improve the fidelity of generated EPR pairs. These op-
tions allow the entanglement rate to be traded off for
entanglement fidelity, without affecting the architecture
of the repeater itself. While we demonstrated these re-
sults assuming parameters observed for NV centers in
diamond, the improvements are agnostic to the entan-
glement protocol, and should apply generally to quantum
networks. Our findings emphasize the importance of lo-
cal connectivity in designing quantum repeaters and pave
the way for high-efficiency, scalable quantum networks.
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8TABLE I. State-of-the-art parameters used in simulations. Noise from two-qubit gates and electron spin readout are modeled
as depolarization; noise from memory-photon state preparation is modeled as dephasing.
Parameter Value Description
ηemission 0.66 [29] Fraction of NV emissions that are coherent
ηcollection 0.83 [20] Collection efficiency from NVs
ηlocal (Refer to text.) Efficiency of local routing
ηconversion 0.33 [30] Efficiency of frequency conversion
ηdetection 0.93 [31] Detector efficiency
d 100 s−1 Detector dark count rate
T e1 3600 s [32] Electron depolarizing time
T e2 1.58 s [32] Electron dephasing time
T n1 > 86400s Nuclear depolarizing time (too long to measure accurately)
T n2 63 s [33] Nuclear dephasing time
a 1/4000 [34, 35] Interaction-induced dephasing
b 1/5000 [34] Interaction-induced depolarization
α 0.041 km−1 Fiber loss (0.18 dB/km at telecom wavelengths)
Fgate 0.98 [25] Fidelity of two-qubit gates
Freadout 0.9998 [7] Readout fidelity from electron spin
Finitialization 0.99 [1] Fidelity of memory-photon state preparation
Appendix A: Simulation Parameters
The physical parameters of our repeater memories cor-
respond to experimentally-realized values reported in lit-
erature, detailed in Table I. In particular, these simu-
lations consider a number of loss mechanisms. Only a
fraction ηemission of the NV emissions are coherent and
thus usable for quantum networking, with the remain-
der being scattered into an incoherent phonon-sideband.
The NV also emits into a wide range of spatial modes,
yielding a limited collection efficiency ηcollection. Lo-
cal routing at the repeater is performed with efficiency
ηlocal. The NV’s visible emission wavelength experiences
high losses of around 8 dB/km in fiber [1]; as a re-
sult, long-distance networking applications require a fre-
quency downconversion step to telecom wavelengths with
efficiency ηconversion. The primary source of loss is scat-
tering in the optical fiber that links the network nodes.
This loss scales exponentially with the link length L, giv-
ing transmission efficiency ηlink = e
−αL. The transmis-
sion losses ηtransmission labeled in Fig. 4 combine contri-
butions from frequency downconversion and scattering
losses in the fiber. Finally, the single photon detectors
used to herald entanglement have a finite detection effi-
ciency ηdetection and dark count rate d.
There are two components to the efficiency of local
routing ηlocal: off-chip coupling efficiencies ηoff-coupling =
0.92 [27] and on-chip propagation efficiencies ηon-chip =
0.9963 per MZI. To compute the latter, we assume that
AlN has a loss of 5.3 dB/cm with a footprint of 30 µm
per MZI [28].
